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find out the meaning of vag option codes such as 1ac and vag error codes such
as vas 5051 for volkswagen audi �koda seat and other brands use the online
tool to decode option and engine codes for vag cars get description of option
codes for vag vehicles download full list of codes with description
volkswagen audi �koda seat pr codes are used by vag group to identify
equipment of a particular car some pr codes identify a type of engine installed on
a car some codes identify a color of interior trims some codes identify a type of
brakes a car equipped with 206 engines total including 4 letter engine codes all
engine codes lists are updated on 03 08 2015 get description of engines for vag
vehicles download full list of engines volkswagen audi �koda seat the planet
vag search engine is geared towards the vag vw audi enthusiast and owner the
pr code search feature allows a user to enter vag specific pr option codes to
search our database for the associated option descriptions the planet vag
search engine is geared towards the vag vw audi enthusiast and owner the dtc
search feature allows a user to enter genric obdii trouble codes or vag specific
codes and search our database for the associated error descriptions the 4 5 6
or 7 digit number is a standardized vag fault code which can be searched in the
factory repair manuals on newer control modules using the uds protocol the
number of digits may vary the text is a description of the part and failure mode
the pr code decoder is up to date and contains the latest database of all
existing pr codes pr code is 3 character alphanumeric code that describes
equipment of a car pr codes are located on vehicle s build sticker that is
located on first pages of cars warranty booklet or there should be one in a
trunk as well usually under the carpet or in vag codes 190 posts 246 4k
views welcome to our community show less join community grow your business
forum staff view all johns3 administrator the most complete and detailed
decoding of error codes faults for vag cars when malfunctions occur
diagnostic error codes dtcs are stored in electronic control units ecus of
various vehicle systems and after reading they allow you to find the cause of
certain problems ross tech s vag com software for audi and vw vehicles can be
used as a fast and easy scanner for fault codes as well as an in depth analyzer
for advanced vehicle operating condition understanding and modification coding
and component information the for most volkswagen audi skoda and seat
electronic modules helps you to find coding for change modify and retrofit it
list of the block installed on the popular models vcds lite tells you how many
fault codes have been found and displays each of them the 5 digit or 7 digit
number is a standardized vag fault code which can be searched in the factory
repair manuals this category lists fault codes or diagnostic trouble codes dtc
s which are yet documented with possible symptoms causes and solutions
additional codes are being continuously added code group description 38 mot 4
cyl turbo dies eng 1 6 l 92 kw 4v tdi common rail abt power enhancement 7u str
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engine start and remote start feature without keyless locking and starting
system vw diagnostic trouble codes dtcs and data can be retrieved with vw
audi factory scan tools such as the vag 1551 vag 1552 or the new
diagnostic computer vas 5051 through a data link connector dlc for location
of the data link connector see maintenance section vag links volkswagen or vw
ag links pronounced v a guh is a comprehensive repository of vw and audi
automotive related links links are grouped by categories and numerous diy
articles and repair manuals are available for download diagnostic trouble
code dtc definitions the following diagnostic trouble code dtc definitions lists
provide both vag and sae obd ii trouble codes for codes not listed in this table
consult the vehicle s service workshop audi vw part numbers explained the vw
part numbering system is a very logical sequence of numbers and letters almost
a language in itself once you understand how a part number is made you could
almost guess what a part number would be a part number looks like
3b0821106c when your volkswagen has a problem its on board diagnostic obd
system will trigger a code so a technician can better identify the issue if you
have access to an obd ii scanner feel free to search our database so you can get
a better idea what might be wrong with your vehicle
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vag codes May 23 2024

find out the meaning of vag option codes such as 1ac and vag error codes such
as vas 5051 for volkswagen audi �koda seat and other brands use the online
tool to decode option and engine codes for vag cars

vag option codes Apr 22 2024

get description of option codes for vag vehicles download full list of codes
with description volkswagen audi �koda seat

vag vw pr codes database oemwolf Mar 21 2024

pr codes are used by vag group to identify equipment of a particular car some pr
codes identify a type of engine installed on a car some codes identify a color of
interior trims some codes identify a type of brakes a car equipped with

vag engines vag codes Feb 20 2024

206 engines total including 4 letter engine codes all engine codes lists are
updated on 03 08 2015 get description of engines for vag vehicles download
full list of engines volkswagen audi �koda seat

planetvag com vw audi pr code search Jan 19 2024

the planet vag search engine is geared towards the vag vw audi enthusiast and
owner the pr code search feature allows a user to enter vag specific pr option
codes to search our database for the associated option descriptions

planetvag com vag diagnostic trouble code dtc or
obdii Dec 18 2023

the planet vag search engine is geared towards the vag vw audi enthusiast and
owner the dtc search feature allows a user to enter genric obdii trouble codes
or vag specific codes and search our database for the associated error
descriptions
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ross tech vcds tour fault codes Nov 17 2023

the 4 5 6 or 7 digit number is a standardized vag fault code which can be
searched in the factory repair manuals on newer control modules using the uds
protocol the number of digits may vary the text is a description of the part and
failure mode

pr code decoder oemvwshop com Oct 16 2023

the pr code decoder is up to date and contains the latest database of all
existing pr codes pr code is 3 character alphanumeric code that describes
equipment of a car pr codes are located on vehicle s build sticker that is
located on first pages of cars warranty booklet or there should be one in a
trunk as well usually under the carpet or in

vag codes audi forum Sep 15 2023

vag codes 190 posts 246 4k views welcome to our community show less join
community grow your business forum staff view all johns3 administrator

volkswagen error codes list workshop vag hub com
Aug 14 2023

the most complete and detailed decoding of error codes faults for vag cars
when malfunctions occur diagnostic error codes dtcs are stored in electronic
control units ecus of various vehicle systems and after reading they allow
you to find the cause of certain problems

genuine ross tech vcds vag com diagnostic systems
for audi Jul 13 2023

ross tech s vag com software for audi and vw vehicles can be used as a fast
and easy scanner for fault codes as well as an in depth analyzer for advanced
vehicle operating condition understanding and modification

vag coding database modules and component info Jun
12 2023

coding and component information the for most volkswagen audi skoda and seat
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electronic modules helps you to find coding for change modify and retrofit it
list of the block installed on the popular models

ross tech vcds lite manual fault codes May 11
2023

vcds lite tells you how many fault codes have been found and displays each of
them the 5 digit or 7 digit number is a standardized vag fault code which can be
searched in the factory repair manuals

category fault codes ross tech wiki Apr 10 2023

this category lists fault codes or diagnostic trouble codes dtc s which are yet
documented with possible symptoms causes and solutions additional codes are
being continuously added

vag option codes Mar 09 2023

code group description 38 mot 4 cyl turbo dies eng 1 6 l 92 kw 4v tdi common
rail abt power enhancement 7u str engine start and remote start feature
without keyless locking and starting system

volkswagen diagnostic trouble codes dtc table
general Feb 08 2023

vw diagnostic trouble codes dtcs and data can be retrieved with vw audi
factory scan tools such as the vag 1551 vag 1552 or the new diagnostic
computer vas 5051 through a data link connector dlc for location of the
data link connector see maintenance section

vaglinks com over 2000 links to vw audi stuff v a
guh Jan 07 2023

vag links volkswagen or vw ag links pronounced v a guh is a comprehensive
repository of vw and audi automotive related links links are grouped by
categories and numerous diy articles and repair manuals are available for
download
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fehlercodes vag english airbagnews Dec 06 2022

diagnostic trouble code dtc definitions the following diagnostic trouble code
dtc definitions lists provide both vag and sae obd ii trouble codes for codes not
listed in this table consult the vehicle s service workshop

vag part numbers explained vag links Nov 05 2022

audi vw part numbers explained the vw part numbering system is a very logical
sequence of numbers and letters almost a language in itself once you
understand how a part number is made you could almost guess what a part
number would be a part number looks like 3b0821106c

volkswagen obd ii trouble codes autonation vw mall
of georgia Oct 04 2022

when your volkswagen has a problem its on board diagnostic obd system will
trigger a code so a technician can better identify the issue if you have access to
an obd ii scanner feel free to search our database so you can get a better idea
what might be wrong with your vehicle
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